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Abstract

ommender systems will motivate online users to discover
new and interesting items and choose items that they will
most probably like. The search for interesting items will be
easier and the users will be alleviated from the burden of
finding these items.

In Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing systems, peers have to
choose the files of interest from a very large and rich collection of files. This task is difficult and time consuming. To
alleviate the peers from the burden of manually looking for
relevant files, recommender systems are used to make personalized recommendations to the peers according to their
profile. In this paper, we propose a novel recommender
scheme based on Peers’ Similarity and Weighted Files’ Popularity. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the
Symmetric Peers’ Similarity with Weighted File Popularity
scheme in providing accurate recommendations, this way,
increasing peers’ satisfaction and contribution since peers
will be motivated to download the recommended files and
serve other peers meanwhile.

1.2

Motivation

The most important challenges of online environments is
to assure positive interactions and satisfactory transactions.
People will usually back up from meeting new strangers
and buying new items that they did not know or try before.
Therefore, people minimize their interactions and transactions and tend to remain in their comfort zone. Positive
interactions can be achieved through reputation and recommendation systems. Reputation and recommender systems
are most commonly found in e-Commerce applications. A
positive interaction between strangers can be achieved by
relying on reputation. Reputation is used to rate people, for
example, the reliability of a vendor in ebay, or the authentic
behavior in peer-to-peer systems [4]. It is the most valuable
information that helps reduce the offensive and deceptive
behavior of online users. While reputation systems are used
to enforce appropriate behavior by rating people, recommender systems are used to allow satisfactory transactions
by rating the quality of items (e.g. products, services). Rec978-0-7695-3315-5/08 $25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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Recommender Systems

Recommender systems are widely used in e-Commerce
applications (e.g. amazon.com, CDnow.com, BizRate.com,
CNet.com, Epinions.com, Yahoo.com) [1, 7, 8]. The collaborative filtering recommender techniques are achieving
widespread success on the web [2]. User-based collaborative filtering algorithms are the most used in e-Commerce
applications. In these techniques, a user-item matrix is used
to compute similarity between users and then recommendations are made. On the other hand, item-based collaborative
filtering algorithms analyze the relationships between items
and then use these relationships to compute recommendations to users (e.g. amazon.com). However, collaborative
filtering algorithms suffer from the cold start, popularity effect, data sparseness and trust problems [1, 7, 8].
Although, e-Commerce applications have been using
recommender systems for at least a decade, this research
field is still new in P2P systems. In these systems, reputation mechanisms have been proposed to detect malicious
peers that send inauthentic content and isolate them from
the system [4]. This helps in reducing the spread of malicious content. While reputation systems are used to rate
peers in P2P systems, recommender systems are used to rate
files. Only few research works have been proposed for P2P
systems [6, 9, 5].
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1.3

Contributions

In [5], we proposed Files’ Popularity Based Recommendation (FP) and Asymmetric Peers’ Similarity Based Recommendation with File Popularity (ASFP). The recommendations in FP scheme are based on the most popular files
within the peers that have the requested file, while, the rec99

tems are the most popular. In this paper, we propose a novel
recommender scheme for these systems.

ommendations in ASFP scheme are based on the most popular files within the most similar peers that have the requested
file. In this paper, we propose a novel way of computing
similarity and a weighted approach to compute Files’ Popularity. We propose three new schemes based on Peers’ Similarity combined with Files’ Popularity and Weighted Files’
Popularity. However, we focus on Symmetric Peers’ Similarity with Weighted File Popularity scheme. The goal is to
achieve the followings:

3 The Basics of the Recommender Scheme
In E-commerce, the collaborative filtering technique is
based on the ratings by the customers of the products and/or
the purchases they made. A rating scheme from 1 (not interesting) to 5 (very interesting) can be used to collect customers opinions. To use this explicit rating scheme in peerto-peer systems, the user has to explicitly provide a rating
for each file he/she downloads according to its content (i.e.
matches the user’s preferences or not). There is no guarantee that this additional effort will be made by the users. We
adopt an implicit rating approach since it is automatically
done. We propose to assign a rating of 1 (I like it) to the
files owned by the user. All other files are assigned a rating
of 0 (I do not know).
In this paper, we take advantage from the partial search
process used in partially decentralized systems. Once a peer
sends a request for a file to its supernode and assuming the
file is not found locally, the supernode will forward this request to other supernodes. Once the search result is received
at the supernode level, a list of all the shared files of the
peers that have the requested file is also given. Based on this
information and the requestor peer’s profile, the supernode
uses the recommender scheme to make recommendations.
We adopt a user-based collaborative technique rather than
an item-based collaborative technique since recommendations should be made in real time and it is usually time
consuming when we are dealing with a large collection of
files. Exploring relationships between peers is better since
the search process limits the number of peers that are taken
into consideration.

• Increase peers’ satisfaction by informing them about
files of interest.
• Increase peers’ contribution [3] since peers will be
motivated to stay connected to download the recommended files and hence serve other peers meanwhile.
Free riders may be motivated to share their files to get a
profile that reflects their preferences in order to receive
accurate recommendations.
• Attract more users by making the search process easier, and more efficient.
• Preserve network resources since peers will not have
to download a large number of files that they do not
like and will just discard.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related works. Section 3 describes the basics of the proposed recommender schemes. Section 4 describes the proposed recommender schemes. Section 5 presents the performance evaluation. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works
In [9], the authors propose a distributed collaborative filtering method that is self-organizing and operates in a distributed way. Similarity ranks between items are computed
by log-based user profiles and are stored locally in buddy
tables. To perform a recommendation for a given user, the
buddy tables for all the items in user’s profile are downloaded and the relevance ranks are computed based on the
user-content relevance model. In [6], the authors propose
a decentralized recommendation system that takes advantage of the high clustering coefficient of Preference Networks. The nodes of these networks are users of a file sharing system and the links are connections between pairs of
nodes that share one or more identical files. The authors experimentally prove that the preference networks are small
worlds. They propose a recommendation scheme based on
the fact that nodes can be naturally gathered together on the
basis of common interests.
The proposed recommender schemes in [9, 6] are suitable for decentralized P2P systems but not for partially decentralized systems. However, partially decentralized sys-

4 The Proposed Recommender Scheme
4.1

Formal Notations

In the remaining of the paper, we will use the following
formal notations:
Let P be the set of all peers in the system.
Let F be the set of all files shared by the peers.
Let pi be the requestor peer looking for a file fx . pi is
the user to whom the recommendation will be made.
Let Pfx be the set of peers that possess the file fx .
Let FPfx be the set of files that these peers possess in
addition to fx . This is the set of files that peers share.
Let f : P → Ω(F ), such that f (pj ) is the set of files
held by peer pj for every j and Ω(F ) is the power set of F .
Then we have:
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FPfx =



4.3
f (pk )

pk ∈Pfx

Peers’ similarity is also an important factor in this technique. We compare the active user’s files against those of
other users.
For every peer pj in Pfx we define the similarity relationship as:

Let Gpi = FPfx − f (pi ) − {fx } be the set of files that
pi does not have from the set FPfx not including the file fx .
These are all the files owned by the peers in Pfx that the
peer pi does not have.
The Files’ Popularity Based Recommendation (FP) and
Asymmetric Peers’ Similarity Based Recommendation with
File Popularity (ASFP) schemes have been presented in [5].
The FP scheme will allow a peer to discover the files that are
more popular among the peers that have the requested file.

4.2

SSimpi (pj ) =

|f (pi ) ∩ f (pj )|
|f (pi ) ∪ f (pj )|

Note that the denominator |f (pi )∪f (pj )| can not be null.
The value of SSimpi (pj ) is a numerical score that shows
how similar the peer pj is to the peer pi . Note that this
similarity relationship is symmetric, i.e. SSimpi (pj ) =
SSimpj (pi )
This scheme will choose only peers that have
SSimpi (pj ) ≥ t3 . Where t3 is a threshold.
Let Spt3i = {pj , pj ∈ Pfx and SSimpi (pj ) ≥ t3 }.

Asymmetric Peers’ Similarity with
Weighted File Popularity (ASWFP)

Peers’ similarity is an important factor in this technique.
To be able to make accurate recommendations, the active
user’s files are compared against those of other users. The
goal of this process is to find peers with similar preferences
as the active peer pi and make recommendations on the files
that they have. In fact, the files’ popularity approach is applied within these peers.
For every peer pj in Pfx , the similarity relationship is:
ASimpi (pj ) =

Symmetric Peers’ Similarity Based
Recommendation (SS)

4.3.1 Symmetric Peers’ Similarity with File Popularity
We apply the FP scheme within the set Spt3i of peers most
similar to peer pi . For every file, we compute

|f (pi ) ∩ f (pj )|
|f (pi )|

P opSSim (fk ) =

|f (pi )| is assumed not null, which means that the peer pi
owns at least one file. If the peer does not own any file, the
FP scheme is used.
The value of ASimpi (pj ) is a numerical score that
shows how similar the peer pj is to the peer pi . Note
that this similarity relationship is not symmetric, i.e.
ASimpi (pj ) may not be equal to ASimpj (pi )
This scheme will choose only peers that have
ASimpi (pj ) ≥ t2 . Where t2 is a threshold.
Let Spt2i = {pj , pj ∈ Pfx and ASimpi (pj ) ≥ t2 }
We apply the Weighted File Popularity within the set Spt2i
of peers most similar to peer pi .
In this technique, we weight the files owned by the peers
within the set Spt2i of peers most similar to peer pi according
to peers’ similarity. For every file, we add the similarity
value for each peer Pj that owns this file and then we divide
by the sum of all peers’ similarities for peers that belong to
the set Spt2i .
For every file, we compute

t
ASimpi (pj )
Pj ∈Sp2 ∩Pfk
W P opASim (fk ) =  i
t ASimp (pj )
i
Pj ∈Sp2

|Pfk ∩ Pfx ∩ Spt3i |
|Pfx ∩ Spt3i |

Note that if t3 = 0 then P opSSim (fk ) = P op(fk ).
This scheme will recommend only files fk such that
P opSSim (fk ) ≥ t1 , where t1 is a threshold. This recommendation list is sorted according to the popularity of the
files P opSSim (fk ) with the files that are most popular at
the top of the list.
4.3.2 Symmetric Peers’ Similarity with Weighted File
Popularity (SSWFP)
We apply the Weighted File Popularity within the set Spt3i of
peers most similar to peer pi . For every file, we compute:

t
SSimpi (pj )
Pj ∈Sp3 ∩Pfk
W P opSSim (fk ) =  i
t SSimp (pj )
i
Pj ∈Sp3
i

The recommendation list is sorted according to the
weighted popularity of the files W P opSSim (fk ) with the
files that have a higher weight at the top of the list.
Figure 1 shows the proposed recommender schemes.
Each scheme is based on a similarity metric in order to
choose similar peers to the active peer. Each scheme also relies on either the Files’ Popularity technique or the Weighted
Files’ Popularity technique to rate files and recommend
only files with high popularity.

i

The recommendation list is sorted according to the
weighted popularity of the files W P opASim (fk ) with the
files that have a higher weight at the top of the list.
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Asymmetric Peers’
Similarity with
Weighted Files’
Popularity (ASWFP)

Symmetric Peers’
Similarity with
Weighted Files’
Popularity (SSWFP)

Asymmetric Peers’
Similarity with Files’
Popularity (ASFP)

Symmetric Peers’
Similarity with Files’
Popularity (SSFP)

Asymmetric

Symmetric

[7, 8, 2, 9] is not applicable since the average rating given
by a peer Pi to its files is always 1. In this case, the Pearson
correlation measure is not well defined since the denominator is null. For this reason, we compare our proposed
scheme to the user-based collaborative filtering using the
Cosine measure as a similarity metric. In this technique, the
active user and any other user are represented by two vectors
and the similarity between them is measured by computing
the cosine of the angle between the two vectors.

Files’
Popularity
Normal

5.2

Peers’ Similarity

Figure 1. The proposed schemes

Simulation Parameters

The simulation parameters are the following:
• We simulate a system with 1,000 peers and 1,000 files.

The goal from proposing all these schemes is to explore
all the possible alternatives that can be taken into consideration in computing the peers’ similarity metric and finding
the most relevant files to recommend. As shown in the performance evaluation section in [5], Asymmetric Peers’ Similarity based recommendation scheme provides more accurate recommendations than the Files’ Popularity based recommendation scheme. Asymmetric Peers’ Similarity is used
to find the neighbors of the active peer. These neighbors are
the users that have similar taste and preferences as the active user. In this paper, in addition to Asymmetric Peers’
Similarity as defined in [5], we use also the Weighted Files’
Popularity. By using this technique, we give a priority to
most popular files owned by the neighbors and according
to the degree of similarity between these neighbors and the
active peer. In this paper, we narrow further the list of the
neighbors, making the recommendations even more accurate, especially when the Weighted Files’ Popularity is used
(SSWFP). In this scheme, the focus is on users that are likeminded as the active user, with almost similar interests and
only files with a high weighted popularity value are recommended. In this paper, we focus on Symmetric Peers’
Similarity with Weighted File Popularity scheme.

• At the beginning of the simulation, each peer has at
most 50 files and each file has at least one owner. This
allows for a maximum of 50,000 files.
• Peers are divided into four interest categories (C1: Action, C2: Romance, C3: Drama and, C4: Comedy)
and files are also divided into the same four categories.
Each peer belongs to one category. For this reason,
peers prefer to have most of the files from their category and only few files from other categories.
• The percentage of peers in each category is 25% and
the percentage of files in each category is 25%.
• We simulate 100,000 requests for each simulation.
Following the simulation parameters, peers with indices
from 1 to 250 belong to the category C1 (Action), peers
with indices from 251 to 500 belong to the category C2 (Romance). Peers with indices from 501 to 725 belong to C3
(Drama) and peers with indices from 726 to 1,000 are peers
that belong to C4 (Comedy).

5.3

5 Performance Evaluation
5.1

Performance Metrics

For each scheme, we computed the following metrics:
• For each peer’s category, the ratio of the number of
downloaded files that belong to this category over the
files downloaded by the peers from this category ((a)
bars).

Simulated Schemes

We have simulated the following techniques:
• Symmetric Peers’ Similarity with Weighted File Popularity (SSWFP) (see section 4.3.2).

• For each peer’s category, the ratio of the number of
downloaded files that belong to other categories over
the files downloaded by the peers from this category
((b) bars).

• Cosine measure technique (COS): similarity metric is
based on the cosine measure with a predicted rating as
described in the literature [7, 8, 9].

The proposed recommender scheme help the peers discover
new, interesting and relevant files. We define Peers Satisfaction as the average number of files from peers’ category

It is important to note that since implicit rating is used
for files’ recommendations, the use of Pearson correlation
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Figure 3. The SSWFP Scheme: First scenario
over all the files owned by the peers. This will affect the
trust given by the peers to the recommender system. The
higher this value is, the more confident the peers are that
the recommended files match their preferences.
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We compare the COS and the SSWFP scheme under the
same conditions. The simulations were conducted in three
different scenarios.
First Scenario
A the beginning of simulations, peers get files from the category that they prefer with a probability of 0.9 and files
from other categories with a probability of 0.1. Figure 2
depicts the percentage of files for each peer category based
on the cosine measure. From this figure, it is clear that peers
have more files from the category that they prefer. This is
shown by the fact that (a) bars are higher than (b) bars for
the four categories. Figure 3 depicts the results of the SSWFP scheme. This figure shows clearly the effectiveness of
this recommender system. In this set of simulations, an average of 99% of files that were selected by peers have been
recommended to them. In this case, both COS and SSWFP
have similar results.
Second Scenario
To show the effectiveness of this scheme compared to the
cosine measure, we performed another set of simulations
with the same parameters as described above except that
at the beginning of the simulations peers get files from the
category that they prefer with a probability of 0.8 and files
from other categories with a probability of 0.2.
Figure 4 depicts the percentage of files for each peer category based on the cosine measure. From this figure, it is
clear that peers have more files from the category that they
prefer. However, the results are not as good as in the previous set of simulations. Figure 5 depicts the percentage of
files for each peer category based on the SSWFP scheme.
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Figure 5. SSWFP Scheme: Second scenario
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0.7

paring the COS and the SSWFP schemes in terms of peer’s
satisfaction. It is clear that as the initial distribution of files
becomes fuzzy, the COS scheme is not able to clearly find
the exact profile of peers and hence will lead to poor peer’s
satisfaction. On the other hand the SSWFP scheme is able
to make good recommendations with improvements of up
to 25% in terms of peer’s satisfaction.
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In this paper, we proposed a new recommender scheme
for partially decentralized peer-to-peer systems. The proposed recommender scheme makes personalized recommendations to the peers according to their profile. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the Symmetric Peers’
Similarity with Weighted File Popularity scheme in providing accurate personalized recommendations compared to
the cosine measure. The proposed recommender scheme
does not require any additional effort from the users since
implicit rating is used.

Figure 6. Cosine measure: Third scenario
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Figure 7. SSWFP Scheme: Third Scenario

It clearly shows that the performance of this recommender
scheme surpasses the cosine measure. The proposed recommender scheme makes a good distinction between files
categories and recommend the appropriate files based on
peers’ profiles.
Third Scenario
To show that the SSWFP scheme makes appropriate recommendations compared to the COS scheme, we performed
a new set of simulations where at the beginning peers get
files from the category that they prefer with a probability of
0.7 and files from other categories with a probability of 0.3.
Decreasing the former probability will make it hard for a
recommender scheme to recognize peers’ profile. However
by comparing figures 6 and 7 that represent the results obtained for the COS and SSWFP schemes respectively, SSWFP provides better recommendations’ accuracy.
Table 1 presents a summary of the previous results comScenario
First
Second
Third

Probabilities
0.9/0.1
0.8/0.2
0.7/0.3

COS
85.55%
67.67%
54.77%

SSWFP
85.66%
84.50%
74.55%

Table 1. Summary of peer’s satisfaction
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